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BEST curt AVAliA13LE

A FISCAL PLRSPECTIVE Oh ME iV;NASIS OF SCHOOL

FINANCE RE;:1"AM: THE CASE OF CI7Y-SUOZAH comPETITIcr*

By Lay.rence N. Tho:-.Tsc.-,[1-:,*

1, Wroduction

Even theekih we are all a..sre of the sohat tenuous nature of

the eonnect ion th.,t resea-ch,_rs ha,,,e been able to establish bett:een

local per pupil cducat;onal ':,;.ending and any of the interesting and

measurable results of the edl:t7atienll process, most of us have con-

tinued, 1 think, to leek upon the roverent to reforn educational

finance as if its rost import:tn. impact were going to be its impact

on the geopraThic distribution of educatierel ben,:flts. Thus,

Oen anaiyzincl a p,:rtic,Alar school finance lefom prcrosli, our

usual approactl has LCCP to first (!stimate the impact that 0:1.pH:ion

of the preposal IJi11 h:wr. on the pattern of variations in local

per pupil expenditures. Thi:.n, usin,c this reasure (or this rcasurc

as soeho.,, adjusted for v-Iri.tions in "recd," and/or ''cost'') as an

approxiwation for ac taa I edu:ltion:11 benefit, we have analyzed the

impact that the Particular reform propc-,;:l is likely to have aoainst

our various motions of ho.' odl (.ational fits "oui,t" to be dis-

1

tributed.

Deliv,.!red at the annual rectiN of the Arericon Educational

Research Association, Chicao, Illinois, 1.pril 17, 1c7 s.

**Policy Studies Nvision of the Ndtiorll inztitute of Education. The

views (2)=.yres!:, in vLiS at. is those of the author and do not

necessarily refle,_;' thcie of tHe Institute. The author wishes to

expres his appren to his research assistant, r)ebby Mon,oe,

for her able ista in corruc.:ing this analysis.
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I have no quarrel with these attempts to examine the impact of

educational finance reform on the distribution of educational bene-

fits. That particular question is an important one, and, even though

our measures of educational benefit may not be particularly con-

vincing, it is one that we should attempt to tackle in the best

way we can. But I do think that for too long we have been ignoring

several other potentially significant and important impacts that a

reform of our educational finance system is likely to have. In

particular, we have tended to ignore the fact that educational

finance reform is likely to have a significant "fiscal" impact in

addition to any "educational" impact it has.

Local education represents by far the single largest item of
1

expenditure in the budgets of most local governments. As a con-

sequence, in most states the taxes levied to support local educa-

tion are the single largest element in the entire local tax picture,

and the way in which local educational tax burdens are distributed

among the households of a state is, therefore, one of the most

important of the factors determining the equity and efficiency of

the entire local government finance system.

The available evidence suggests that only a nortion of any new

state aid passed out under an educational finance reform is likely

to go into increased educational expenditures. The balance of the

increased educational aid, indeed very possibly a majority of such

increased aid, is likely to go either into financing local property

1

In fiscal 1970, local education accounted for roughly 115 percent
of the total exrk.nditures of local government. U.S. Cureau of the
Census, Covernr,ental Finances in 1969.70, CF 70, No. 5 {Washington:

GPO, 1971).
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tax relief or into financing increases in noneducational expendi-
1

tures. Thus, while educational finance reform will, to an extent,

alter the geographic distribution of the benefits of local education,

it will also alter sole of the fundamental relationships currently

existing wrong various localities in relative tax rates and tax

burdens and in the quality and availability of all kinds of local

public services. And such a fundamental alteration in the relative

fiscal position of different loc31 jurisdictions can, in turn, be

expected to affect both he overall interpersonal distribution of

state and local tax burdens and the patterns of economic development

within a particular state.

In this paper I attempt to evaluate educational finance reform on

the basis of its expected fiscal consequences. I shall do this by

focusing the analysis on the impact that such reform is likely to have

on one particular local fiscal problem, the problem of central city-

suburban fiscal competition within our major metropolitan areas.

Recent studies suggest that a S1.00 increase in aid to education
can be expected to produce an increase in educational expenditures
of somewhere between 5.25 and 5.50. See, for instance, David Stcrn,
"Effects of Alternative Erie ulas en the Distribution of Public
School Expenditures," r-vic ;of i'c(nceies aand c.)t.)ti'-,tics, V. 55, No. 1

(February 1973), pp. 91:-/ (his e5ticete is to ?.5...).); Steve M.
Borro, "The Impact of FeCtrai Aid to States CH Financial Suprort
for the Public Schools," leper presented at the annual meeting of
the Americon Educationei Research Aswciation, Chicago, April 1;72
(his estimate is S.33); Jehn Weichrr, "Aid, Cxrenditures, and Local
Government Structure," le; Jeernal, V. 25, No. 4 (December
1972) pp. 573-1::514 (his etc, Ed..,ord M. Gramlich,

"Alternative Vedral Policies for Stimulating State and Local
Expenditures: A Comparison of their [fleets," N2luienal Tex Journal,
V. 21, No. 2 (June 150 pp. 119-129 (his estii,li.o is $-T2L). Two



I hope first of all that the analysis contained in this paper

will serve to illustrate how an analysis of the fiscal consequences

or any particular reform proposal might be conducted. At the same

time, however, : believe that the structuring of the analysis of

this particular question in this particular way can give us several

valuable insights into the question of big cities fare under school

finance reform: It will allow us to establish criteria by which

to judge whether a particular large city is "deserving" of additional

aid, and if so, of how much additional aid; it will allow us to ex-

plore how noneducational aid interacts with educational aid to

affect the fiscal position of large cities; and it will allow us

to explore the way in which the impact of a given reform varies

crom one location to another.

11, Conceptual Framework

A. The Problr-

The evidence suggests that many of our large central cities

are becoming increasinOy leas premi t as either the location of

the residences of the nonpoor or the sites for many kinds of busi-

ness activity. In recent years, emoloyr,ent grm.th in central cities

has tended to be far less robust than has erploywent greeth in their

1

studies have also attcrnted to r-_,,,ure the h.pact of educational
grants on ncqcJucatinn1 excenditures. See l:eicher, o.). cit. and
td.iard M. Gru L.l leN and Geker, "State z:nd Local Fi eal
behavior and Federal Gr,..nt rolicy," on FAcnomic
Activity, P)73:1 pp. i5-E5. Weicher 'arcs thHt the rf.porr:;o_! of
areas served by indepondent school ditrict!, do, s not diff(:r
sin,nificantly from these served he dependent school districts
with respect to either the irpact en oducatiop,7,1 spending or the
impact on n(Jneducatici spendir:q. ire e;tHciiw, that a $1.00
increase in aid to education will lead to an increase of some

$.18 in nonrclucational expenditures.



suburbs and the average income of th4 oersons who continue to

live in central cities has, in many places, begun to trail

rather significantly the average incomes of the persons living
1

in their suburbs.

There ore, undoubtedly, a number of forces that are

working to produce these trends. They may simply reflect the

fact that most cities' boundaries are no longer extended to

incorporate new development. They may also reflect shifts in

consumer preferences, the results of constantly increasing

average real incomes or alterations in the underlying economics of

alternative metropolitan locations, all forces against which there
2

Is probably little justification for public sector intervention.

Cut it is also possible to argue that these trends are, at

least in part, the product of artificial incentives introduced

into the metropolitan location decis!on process by current insti-

tutions of local public finance. And, it is also quite possible

1

For one of the best ccnpilations of currently available data on
center city-suburban Oc-ogrophic and fiscal oositions, see Ad-
visory Coroission on Intergovernoental Relations, City Financial
Emergeneiw_.: The Intereovernr,ntal Dimencion (Washington:

GPO)

2

For an analysis of how present copulation location trends may,
indeed, be nothino more than a continuation of past trends in
city residential location, see Edwin S. rills, ''lirl-Jan Persity,
Functions," Urban V. 7, No. 1 (F(bruory 1970), pp. 5-20.
For an analysis of hfo; urban grch can IciA quite naturally to a
disparity between the average income of central city residents
and the average incooe of residents of the mutlyinc; areas, see
Richard F. ruth, Citit.F., and Hou,-;111, (Chicw;:.): University of
Chicago Press, 1969). For an analysia of the hwact of the



that, regardless of their cause, these trends are themselves pro-

ducing significant inequities in the distribution among households

living at different locations within a given metropolitan area

of the costs of local public services.

Put rather briefly, the argument that local fiscal institutions

are creating an artificial incentive for suburbanization rests on

the presumption that the taxes a household or business firm has to

pay for a given set of public services are lower in the suburbs than

in the central city. The usual argument postulates that much of

the explanation for this discrepancy in tax rates and burdens lies

in the fact that central city residents must bear the extra costs

of financing services to concentrations of pmor persons and to

suburban commuters, costs which households and business need not

help finance if they only move to the suburbs, Thus, the argu-

ment goes, there is a tax diTferential that encourages intrametro-

politan migration to the :eburbs, and it arises only because

suburbanites don't pay their fair share of the costs of city services,

including their fair share of the cost of subJi iizing those public

services delivered to the poor.

1

recent "revolution" in urban transportecion methods on metropolitan
business and resid(rtidi see J.,in r',over, John Kain, end

Martin Uchl, The Yr' (Car,-hricir,o: Harkard
University Press,

For a more elegant statement of this particular arTr'.ent--and of how
the process ray acJuully feed upon Willftn] J. Baumol,

"Urban Services: Interaction of Public ,-;r1 ['rive i;ceisions," in

Inward C. `3challer (d.), PHlic :xr,f:nr]iture Deciiyn in the tirbn
(P,Ilticore: Johns 110kA,InS iy32), pp. 1-1e. !here

hove also Leen at 1(:ast itterpts to (nHricaily Lot the pe.A.er
of fiscal ince7itives such as tfn:se just discussed in explaining
population roverents within retrol-2oiitan arf:as, with each concluding
(subject to its unn the, the fiscal incentive Was, in

6



The argument that local fiscal institutions are creating

inequities in the distribution of the costs and benefits of

the local public services delivered in a metropolitan area

rests, essentially, on the same presumption of relatively

higher central city taxes. in this case, however, attention is

focused on the ineql i ty of the higher tax burden imposed on those

whq for one reason or another, can not move out of the central

city rather tnan on the inefficiency produced by the movement to
1

the suburbs of those who can move. For if, as was postulated

earlier, central city tax rates must rise relative to suburban tax

rates, then households not able to leave the central city must pay

more for their public services than do other households alike in

every respect except for their ability to take up suburban residence.

1

fact, an important deterHna,nt of location. See David r. Bradford
and harry H. relejian, "An Econometric Xer,el of the Flioht to the
Suburbs," Journ).1of Poli_tieljconc:v, V. 31, Po. 3, (May/June
1973), pp. 566--;:', and J. Hchard Aronson and Eli Schwartz,
"Findncino Public Goods and the Distribution of Population in
a System of Local Governments," Natienal fax Journal, V. 26,
No. 2 (.'une 1973), pp. 137-160.

Although moving costs may be a problem to some, in general, those
households easily able to leave the central city but not doing so
in response to the postulated differ,ntial between central city
and suburban tax rates cannot he considered to he "victiws" of the
tax rate differential. Their problcm is that they've lost some
of their consumer surplus.

7
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B. Two Objectives for the Analysis of School Finance Reform

To the extent that one can show the presence of the fiscal

incentives and inequities postulated abo\e, one can, it seems to

me, make a good case for public policy intervention. Such inter-

vention would be designed to rc-oe any artificial incentive

encouraging intranetropolitan migration present in current local

fiscal arrangements and to offset any current intrametropolitan

fiscal inecwities.

If one accepts the proposition that, whether they are intended

or not, school finance ceform is likely to have fiscal effects that

are as large as--or even larger than- -any of its, eittcational effects,

then school finance reform should be viewed as one such intervention.

By influencing the relationship between central city and suburban tax

rates, it will affect the degree to which there is a fiscal incentive

encouraging suburbanization and the degree to which central city and

suburban residents share equitably in the costs of local public

services.

The viewing of school finarce reform as a program likely to

affect the rate of suburbani7atien (or the fiscal consequences of

suburbanization) allows us to develop a set of criteria by which

we can judc,o whether the impact of a given school finance reform

proposal is "favorable" or "unfavorable." Essentially, the pro-

posal can he said to have a favorable impact: (1) if it appears



that its adoption will work to promote fiscal neutrality as between

locating a business or residence in the city and locating it in

the suburbs, or (2) if it appears that its adoption will work to

promote a more equitable distribution of the costs of local public

services as betyeen those households living in the city and those

living in its suburbs. The proposal can be said to have an

"unfavorable" impact if it appears that its adoption would detract

from fiscal neutrality or promote inequity.

C. Analytic Strategy

The analysis that is reported on in this paper was carried out

in a rather straicihtfor4ard m,,nr:.r. The necessary data were

gathered on the central cities and suburbs of the twenty-four

largest retropolitan areas for which all of the requisite data were
1

available. Then, using procedures to be discussed below, two

indices of fiscal impact were computed, one appliczble to the

question of whether or not there alas fiscal neutrality and the other

applicable either to the neutrality question or to the equity

question.

lihat remained, then, was to establish what the world looked

like according to each indict:tor at the tire for which the data

1

\There sore of the suburbs of a central city arc located in a
different state, these suburban areas germ excluded from the
analysis. This -is to insure that differences arising from
differences in t12 division of resronsinilities letween the
state and local levels of go\errr-ents do not creep into the
analysis.

9
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applied and to simulate several variant plans for reforming state

aid to see what their inpact might have been according to each of

the Indicators. The data apply to Fiscal Year 1967, which,

unfortunately, is the most recent year for which all if the necessary

data is available.

Although rather straightforward at an abstract level, the

task of actually developing an operational indicator of either

fiscal neutrality or equity is a rather difficult empirical under-

taking.

What one would Mc to be able to construct for a study of the

neutrality question is a set of indicators applicable to the

various groups of location decision-makers which will show whether

the package of public service costs and benefits associated with

locating in the central city is more or less attractive than is that

associated with locating in a competing suburban jurisdiction.

Neutrality could then be established when the indicators showed the

two packages to be roughly comparable.

Several rather fundamental problems almost always prevent one,

however, from actually Lying able to construct such indicators.

Chief arong these is the alrrost intractable problem of how one

actually could go about reasuring the quality of (to say nothing

of estimating the value of) many publicly supplied services. What

one frequently is left with, then--and what this study will focus



on--is a comparison of estimates of only the public service costs
1

associated with locating in any one particular jurisdiction.

For purposes of analyzing the extent to which fiscal systems

are not neutral, and therefore offer an incentive for locational

shifts, I have selected two separate indicators. One is intended

to show the direction of any fiscal incentives for business loco-

tional shifts and the other Is intended to show the direction of

any incentives for residential locational shifts.

The indicator for businesses is simply the estimated total

effective property tax rate (i.e., all property taxes collected

in the jurisdiction expressed as a percentage of the estimated total

market value of taxable prop .rty located there). If the estimated

total effective rate is hic,her in the central city, than is the

1

Wiy..1 one dress conclusions about the relative fiscal attractiveness
of a given jurisdiction by examining only the cost side of the pub-.
lic service package, one is raking the implicit assumption that the
benefits to be obtained are equal in each place. Such an assumption
is probably untenable in cases whereone is co7..2aring urban areas to
rural areas or urban areas in one state or region to those in another.
The ignoring of benefits may not, however, be quite as bit tu-it a
shortcoming in cases where one is ccEaring a major city to its own
suburbs. At least in this ease, traditions about what role the
local public sector asume will be cos on to both juris-
dictions as will the diviions of rensibility between state
and local levels of gcverrnt. Moreover, althow7h cur conven-
tional assumption has been that local .chco'is in middle or upper
middle class suburban neir:hhorhoods are of a hicher quality than are
local schools in similar central city areas, this advantage to
suburban living r'Jly well he offset Ly the availability of a greater
scope (or clivIlity) of some services such as pol ice, fire, public
ambulance, garbage collection, etc. in the central city.
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average effective total suburban rate, this is then taken as an

indication of a fiscal incentive for many businessmen to locate

new facilities in the suburbs rather than in the central city.

If the effective total central city rate is lower than the effective

total suburban rate, that will be taken as evidence of a fiscal

incentive for businessmen to locate new facilities in the central
1

city.

The indicator for residential location incentives is a

relatively crude estivate of the actual burden on those households

living in either the central city or its suburbs of those taxes

whose burden can br, t.:;:r..ected to vary as a result of an intrametro-__

politan neve. I call the indicator "variable tax burden" to denote

the fact that it dots not attcpt to measure the burden of all taxes

paid by residents of either locale, but only those taxes whose burden

might vary depending on intrar.'etropolitan location.

The implicit assuwtions involved in using this indicator include
the assumption th;AL the local property tax represents the only (or
at least the very rredrTinant) source of differential tax burdens
encountere by a -)k.:-;iress in changing fron central city to suburban
location. They also include the assur4Alcm that the cost of con -
s t ruct i n a given n(:%1 facility, exclusive. of the cot of acquiring
and clearing the -,ite is routlhl,/ the. swi-c.. in the tea cci-ipetinc
locations. If this. is the case, ten differences in the effective
tax r6tc levied at the differc:nt sites Lill he the only source of
a difference in the 7,ortion of the property tax bill that is
attributaLle to th(, r.:nership of the facility itseif. There ray

also be diffhe-i het.y,en a central city and whlrban loca-
tion in the site value of th:i land upon which the facility stands,
and therefore, in the total dollar volu+r, of property taxes r(TAtted
annually at a givcri property tai; rate. Put any such differential in

the dollar velure of taxes levied on the value of the unimproved
land will prestrfahly be cepitali-zcd into the value of the land at
the time of its acquisition, ond will, therefore, not affect a
business's location decision.



The indicator was constructed by summing for each jurisdiction

estimates of the following magnitudes: (1) Property taxes collected

from residential property located within the jurisdiction; (2) That

portion of any local sales or income tax levied by the jurisdiction

which was collected from the residents of the jurisdiction; (3) That

portion of any local sales or income tax levied by another metropolitan

jurisdiction that was collected from the residents of the jurisdiction
1

in question; and (4) All other taxes collected by the jurisdiction.

This sum, the estimate of the total amount of taxes levied by metro-

politan jurisdictions which would be borne differentially by house-

holds depending on which jurisdiction they resided in, was divided

1

This sum differs fre: total taxes collected in just two ways. First,
the portion of property taxes collected from nonresidential property
has been excluded entirely from this portion of the analysis. Second,
those local sales nod income taxes which, according to the estimating
procedure, were not actually raid by residents of the particular juris-
diction were excluded from the total, whereas those local sales and
income taxes which, accorc ig to the estimating procedure, were paid
by residents to jurisdictions other than the one in euestion were
included. A more detailed discussion of estimating procedures may be
found in the Appendix. The property taxes collected from nonresiden-
tial property were innored in corouting the index of differential
burden on the assumption that the burden of these taxes would be dis-
tributed around the nation, state or metropolitan area larcely without
regard to whether or not the household ultimately bearing the bo,.den
of the tax resided in the sane jurisdiction as had collected the tax.
To the extent such taxes are shifted backwards on to profits, they
will not affect anyel,e's residential location decision; they will af-
fect in\estment decisions, a ratter covered by the first indicator.
Business property taxes can produce a differentially hither tax
burden on those residents of the jurisdiction levying them only to the
the extent that the firms beirl taxed: (1) Sell their goods primarily
to residents of the same jurisdiction in each of their facilities
is located; (2) Sell in a market where convenience of 1Dcation is so
important that a firm located in one jurisdiction can charge a different

13



by an estimate of the 1967 total per,,onal incorie of residents of the

particular jurisdictiot to produce the reasure of variable burden.

If the indicator is higher in the central city than in its suburbs,

this will then le taken as evidence of an incentive for households

to leave the central city and relocate in the suburbs, If the indi-

cator is higher for the suburbs than for the central city, this will

then be taken as evidence of an incentive to leave the suburbs and

rove to the central city.

The "variable_ burden" indicator is the indicator which will be

used for two purposes. It is, after all, nothing more than an

estimate of hot personal tax burdens arising from a given set of

taxes vary bel%,ten city and suburb. Thus, while it will he used as

an indicator of the direction and mcIgnitude of any fiscal incentive

for residential locational shifts, it will also be used as a measure

of vhcther, for those households who find that they cannot change

residential locations, local fiscal arrangerents are resulting in

the imposition of an inequitable distribution of the local tax

burden.

price than i r, charged by a ce-notino firm located in a neigh! orinq
jurisdicticn; 0) Yh.re the Ylrr if a chain operating
thron-hcut the Perropolit.-r a policy of charging
different pricc,, in different tetrclitan locations.

Actually, the ir:dicator is probably better suited for the equity
question than for the locT.lio;ial (efficiency) arL,stion. The use
of the ccepJlrkon of central city tc berhan burdens as a loco-
tionz:1 indicator it nl i0f t 1y nr..sur that a hou7.ehold that cHrges
loci,t ion will , at the t ic:e of the !Fo\., stop hekcIving like the

"average'' hou'-,chold at the old locati(Jn and s tart behaving like the
"average" household at the new location, an unlikely eventuality.
When used as an equity theunh, it merely assumes that
what is irdport..ret is the burden on the "over-one" household in each

class (in this case, location), a rather standard public finance
assumpt ion.



III. Some Reca of the Analysis

A. 1h: "Current" Ytuntion

Tables 1 ,nd 2 contain estimates of the actual effective

property tax rates and "variable" personal tax burdens prevailing

in fiscal 1967 in the central cities and suburbs of the 24 metro-
1

politan areas contained in the sample. Education tax rates and

"variable" burdens are shop :n separately from noneducational tax

rates and burdens, and estimates are presented for each of the
2

central cities and suburban areas contained in the sample.

There are, I think, three icpo-tant insights to be gained

from the data contained in Tables 1 and 2.

First, these data reveal that, taken as a group, large central

cities did appear to be at a slicht fiscal disadvantage vis a vis

their suburbs, but the size of that disadvantage does not appear

1

2

In each case the taxes levied by all ovcrlyino county and special
district govern-c-Its have keen divided betveen the city and its
suburbs so that the estimates shown represent estimates of all
local taxes paid by residents of (or Le,iness located in) each
place, regardlo,,s of the act((al type or' local government to which

they vere paid. Where school district lires do not coincide with
the central city's boundarics, the school district taxes were
adjusted to the level th:.7 eould have 1,cQn had the boundaries been
the sa:e. More detailed de ,eriptions of all of these adjustmcnts
can be found ia the Appendix.

Although I have displayed the results of this aralysis for each
of the central cities and its suburbs contained in the sample, I

have done so not (--.istjivires. All of these estimates
are hesed on publi:l.,cd, netionallv coee:-!rable data, end as a con-
sequence, some or tbe estimated mannitudes that underlie this
analysisespecially those of the market value of taxable property
and of the extent of tax shiftingare fairly crude. While I

believe them to represent the hest estimates that it is possible to

make in a consistent manner across a ramie of cities, and ti.,hile

I believe them to (jive a fairly accurate representation of the

15



City

TABLE 1 Estimated Actual Effective Property Tax Rates,

Selected Largo Cities anal Their Suburbs, Fiscal 1967

(Percent)

Education

1 2

cc Sub

Non-Education Total

Diff 1 cc

Philadcichia 1.26 1.36 -0.10 1.44

Pittsburgh 0.77 1.15 -0.38 1.62

East (Punn.) 1.01 1.26 -0.24 1.53

Akron 1.09 1.12 -0.03 0.55

Cincinnati 0.96 1.06 -0,10 0.88

Clevelar6 0.81 1.12 -0.31 0.94

0olumhu-, 0.98 1.11 -0.12 0.38

Dayton 1.06 1.11 -0.04 0.c.:9

Chicago 0.74 1.12 -0.38 0.98

Gary 1.13 0.93 0.20 1.08

Hammond 1.54 0.93 0.60 1.11

Kansas City, Kan. 0.68 1.05 -0.37 1.03

Kansas City, ?o. 0.84 1.06 -0.22 0.64

St. Louis 0.86 1.22 -0.38 0.82

Minneapolis 0.72 1.47 -0.76 1.29

St. Paul 0.65 1.47 -0.83 1.36

4
Midwest C.93 1.12 -0.13 1 0.90

Birminc;hc.m 0.18 0.47 -0.29 0.52

Little FIcck 0.74 0.96 -0.12 0.15

New Orleans 0.36 0.08 0.23 0.58

South 0.43 0,47 -0.05 0,42

Anaheim 0.91 0.91 0.00 0.86

Santa Ana 0.70 0.91 -0.21 0.87

Los Ancles 0.76 0.93 -0.18 1.06

Long bctach 0.72 0.93 -0.21 0.93

Sacranto 0.92 1.11 -0.19 1.28

San Diego 1.02 1.04 -0.02 1.09

San Francisco 0.29 1.04 -0.74 0.89

Oakland 0.62 1.04 -0.1;2 1.01

Denver 1.35 1.51 -0.16 0.76

Salt Lake City 0.74 0.84 -0.10 0.78

Seattle 0.53 0.64 -0.11 0.58

West
4

0.78 1.00 -0.22 0.92

4
U.S. Total E0.82 1.01 -0.19 1 0.90

Sub Diff cc Sub Diff

0.63 0.81 2.70 1.99 0.71

0.98 0.64 2.39 2.14 0.25

0.81 0.72 2.54 2.06 0.48

0.39 0.16 1.64 1.51 0.12

0.42 0.46 1.84 1.48 0.36-

0.56 0.37 1.75 1.68 0.07

0.33 -0.00 1.37 1.49 -0.12

0.00 -0.00 1.66 1.70 -0.05
0.56 0.42 1.72 1.68 0.04

0.70 0.38 2.21 1.63 0.53

0.70 0.41 2.64 1.63 1.01

0.55 0.48 1.70 1.60 0.11

1.06 -0.42 1.47 2.12 -0.64

0.5S 0.24 1.68 1.80 -0.12

C.35 0.44 2.01 2.32 -0.32

0.85 0.52 2.01 2.32 -0.31

0.60 0.30 1.82 1.73 0.09

0.29 0.22 0.70 0.77 -0.07

0.19 -0.04 0.89 1.05 -0.16

0.30 0.28 0.94 0.38 0.56

0,26 0.16 0,84 0.73 0.11

0.80 0.06 1.77 1.71 0.06

0.E0 0.07 1.58 1.71 -0.14

0.79 0.23 1.82 1.72 0.10

0.79 0.14 1.65 1.72 -0.07
0.78 0.50 2.20 1.89 0.31

0.80 0.30 2.11 1.84 0.27

0.70 0.19 1.19 1.74 -0.55

0.70 0.31 1.63 1.74 -0.11

0.80 -0.04 2.11 2.32 -0.20

0.42 0.36 1.5/ 1.26 0.26

0.35 0.23 1.11 0.99 0.12

0.68 0.24 1.70 1.68 0.02

0.60 0.30 1.72 1.62 0.10



FOOTNOTES

1

Central City

2

Average rate In suburban counties

3

Difference (Central City less Suburbs). May not reflect differences
in numbers shown due to rounding.

Simple average of the number of independent observations in each class.

Procedures for computing the figures in this table are explained in
Appendix 1.

4



TABLE 2 Estirated Actual Variable Burden of Personal

Taxes, Selected Large Cities and Their Suburbs, Fiscal 1967

(Percent)

City Education

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

4

East (Penn.)

Akron
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Colubus
Dayton
Chicago
Gary
Hamond
Kansas City, Kan.
Kansas City, No.
St. Louis
Minneapolis
St. Paul

4
Midwest

Bimingham
Little Rock
New Orleans

South

Anaheim
Santa Ana
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Sacr:,mento

San Dftgo
Sari Francisco

Oakland
Denver
Salt Lake City
Seattle

Wes t4

14

U.S. Total

Non-Educat ion

18

Total

1 2 3

cc Sub Diff cc Sub Diff cc Sub Diff

1.35 2.16 -0.81 i 3.63 1.40 2.23 4.97 3.56 1.41

1.17 1.94 -0.77 j 2.68 1.19 0.89 3.85 3.73 0.12

1.26 2.05 -.79
1 3.15 1.59 1.56 4.41 3.64 0.77

1.57 1.75 -0.18 1.81 1.22 0.59 3.38 2.97 0.41

1.25 1.74 -0.49 2.29 1.48 0.81 3.54 3.22 0.32

0.84 1.90 -1.06 1.17 1.11 0.C6 2.02 3.01 -0.99

1.38 1.79 -0.41 1.55 1.39 0.16 2.93 3.18 -0.25
1.66 1.49 0.17 2.00 1.40 0.60 3.66 2.89 0.78

0.95 1.79 -0.84 2.44 1.28 1.16 3.39 3.07 0.32

1.21 1.42 -0.21 1.20 1.10 0.10 2.41 2.52 -0.11

1.58 1.42 0.16 1.18 1.10 0.08 2.76 2.52 0.24

0.84 1.56 -0.72 1.68 1.11 0.57 2.52 2.67 -0.15

0.97 1.39 2.27 1.95 0.32 3.24 3.34 -0.10

0.97 1.78 -0.81 3.25 1.40 1.85 4.22 3.19 1.04

0.81 2.29 -1.48 1.67 1.41 0.57 2.43 3.70 -1.22

0.84 2.29 -1.45 2.26 1.41 0.65 3.10 3.70 -0.60

1.15 1.72 -0.57 1.91 1.35 0.56 3.05 3.07 -0.02

0.22 0.60 -0.38 2.76 1.81 0.95 2.98 2.42 0.56

1.23 1.02 .21 0.74 0.39 0.35 1.97 1.41 0.56

1.13 0.22 .91 2.15 1.92 0.23 3.27 2.14 1.13

0.86 0.62 .24 1.88 1.38 0.50 2.74 1.99 0.75

1.75 1.93 -0.18 2.56 2.45 0.11 4.31 4.38 -0.07

1.37 1.93 -0.56 2.47 2.45 0.02 3.84 4.38 -0.54

1.17 2.31 -1.14 2.91 2.71 0.20 4.07 5.01 -0.94

1.58 2.31 -0.73 3.02 2.71 0.31 4.60 5.01 -0.41

1.79 2.19 -0.40 3.31 2.48 0.83 5.10 4.67 0.43

1.36 1.86 -0.50 2.25 1.94 0.35 3.65 3.80 -0.15

0.73 2.20 -1.47 3.04 2.18 0.86 3.77 4.3E; -0.61

1.15 2.20 -1.05 2.66 2.18 0.43 3.81 4.38 -0.56

1.68 2.16 -0.48 2.24 1.50 0.74 3.92 3.66 0.26

1.02 1.47 -0.45 1.92 1.16 0.76 2.95 2.63 0.32

0.82 1.09 -0.27 1.16 0.98 0.83 2.69 2.07 0.62

1.31 1.90 -0.59 2.57 1.92 0.65 3.88 3.82 0.06

1.19 1.67 -0.48 2.24 1.57 0.67 3.43 3.23 0.20
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FOOTNOTES

1 Central City

2Avdrage rate in suburban counties

-dDifference (Central City less Suburbs). May not reflect differences

in numbers ,:hc.v..n due to rounding.

4Simple average of the number of independent observations in each class.

Procedures for co7uting the figures in this table are explained in
Appendix I.



to have been nearly as great as some of the literature on our

1

"dying" central cities might have lead one to suppose.

According to the data in Table 1, the average effective total

property tax rate in the 29 central cities was 1.72 percent, while

the average effective total pi perty tax rate in the 24 suburban

areas was 1.62 percent. The difference was 0.1 percentage points,

enough to have caused your tax bill to rise by $1 for each $1000

in the market value of the property you owned, or enough to have

caused your total property tax bill to be some six percent higher

if you were located in the "average" central city rather than in

the "average" suburb. Although a differential of this magnitude

may well have affected the location decisions of se';'e business

firms, it is hard to believe that such a differential could be

called a major ;actor in causing past business activity locational

shifts.

1

of the situation in general, I do not believe that they necessarily
represent the rest accurate possible estimate of the situation in
any one particular metropolitan area.

AltIT,ugh it's slightly off the tonic, the data also reveal a fairly
universally st,erior ability on the part of most central cities to
export their lc:al tax burdens. The evidence suggests that per
capita total central city tax collections are almost always, higher
than are per capita total suburban tax collections. (See, for
instance, ACP., cn.cit.). The esti;te2tes presented here, however,
do not show such a significant and consistent tendency for central
city tze, rates to exceed suburban tax rates or for tax burdens on
central city residents to exceed those an suburban residents.
Nye'rently the explanation lies in tic ability of ,,any central
cities to export eecunh or their tai: burden to offset the impact of
their higher 1,e2r capita total tax collections. There are at least

20
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The estimates of variable personal tax burdens that are con-

tained in Table 2 reveal a sir:ilar pattern. Over the entire sample,

the average variable burden anounted to 3.43 percent of income in

central cities and 3.23 percent of incoe in suburbs. Translated

Into dollar taxes, this means that for a family having a total

income at three tires the average per c-pi ta central city level,

some $9,?C7, the total "saving" in taxes that would have been

associated with rovinc, to the suburbs ould have been just under

$20 per year.

The fact that estimates of average central city and suburban

tax rates and tax. burdens may not indicate the presence of a con-

sistcrt and sic,nifiu'nt fiscal incentive for suburbahlzation through-

out the entire skr,lic can net however, be taken as evidence that

such an incentive was not present to a significant degree in certain

large r):.tro,olitan areas. For a second inportant insight to be gained

from the data in Tables 1 and 2 is that there appeared to be a great

deal of variati_m fro- place to place in tha degree and direction of

intraretropolitan fiscal locational incentives....
two other places where one can find results that are consistent with
those prescntcd here. The LCIR reports that when comparing measure
of "tax effort"--a similar though not iricntical corcept to the ones
used here --they follild cic ;Ht central cities that 1.;,-.,re making a greater

effort, six that were rakiny, a lesser effort, and one tie. See
Advisory Co7-Hssico on Interc:overnr7lcntol Relations, reasurino the.
Fiscal EfforLc1 State2ndjocal Vasnineton:

p. in a rccent :,tuey 0) Baltimore City's
fiscal situation, it 'bas estimated that although the city's effec-
tive property t,7x rate was rcnhly the same as was the total burden
of local taxes Lorne by residents of its suburbs. See William H.
('akland, "Using the Property Tax to Pay for City Covernment: A

Case St edy of ioltiore," in Coorge retcrson Cod.) , Property Tax
Ref017.i (hd!,hin,itc;N: The Urban Institute, 1)73), ;T. 11-11-1/1;.
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Of the total of 29 central cities continued in the sample,

there +,ere 16 in which the estimated central city effective property

tax rate exceeded the estimated suburban effective property tax

rate. The rargin by which it did--and therefore the strength of the

Incentive it provided for suburbanization--ranged from almost nothing

In Chicago and Cleveland to something over 0.5 percentage points in

New Orleans and Gary and even more in Philadelphia and Hammond.

For the purposes of this discussion,
I have arbitrarily con-

cluded that a difference of 0.30 percentage points between central

city and suburban property tax rates should be considered to be a

"significant" difference, one worth worrying about. According to

this standard, this sample contained six central cities with

significantly higher property tax rates. In addition to the four

mentioned above, Cincinnati and Sacramento qualified under this

definition.

At the same time though, of the total of 29 central cities

contined in the sample, there were 13 with lower effective total

property tax rates than those prevailing in their suburbs, a number

only throe less than the nun ter finding themselves in the opposite

position. In these 13 cities, my indicator of the fiscal incen-

tives for business locational decisions seemed to indicate an

incentive aeainst suburban location and in favor of central city

location. Furthermore, there appeared to be at least four cases,

Minneapolis, St. Paul, San Francisco (but not Oakland) and Kansas



City, Missouri, in which one night have concluded that there was a

"significant" incentive against suburbanization, for in each of

these metropolitan areas the effective suburban property tax

appeared to exceed the effective central city tax rate by nore than

0.3 percentage points.

An examination of the city by city estieatcs of variable personal

tax burdens, my indicator for either residential locational incentive

(for those people who can rove) or intramotroolitan tax equity (for

those who can not move), reveals a similar variation in degree and

direction.

As was the case with the property tax rate comparison, the CON-

u.rison of variable personal tax burdens she that there were 16

central cities in which the cstir:ted central city burden appeared

to be greater than the esti,nted suburban burden and 13 central

cities where it appeared to be lower. Using an utterly arbitrary

definition of 0.75 percentage points or greater as the difference

that is "significant" on this indicator, we find that four central

cities, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Payton, and New Orleans had

significant incentives for residential suburbanization. At the

sore tine, however, we also find three suburE,an areas, those of

Cleveland, Los Angeles, and of Minneapolis -St. Paul (at least vis

a vis Minneapolis) that venerated a significant incentive against

residential suhurbanizoticn.



The fiscal objective enunciated earlier in this paper was one

of intraRetropolitan locetional neutrality. used on thrsc estimates,

we may apparently conclude that in sore metropolitan areas the

promotion of such neutrality would have required a policy that rather

dranoticalty improved the fiscal position of the city relative to

that of its suburbs. But these data also shoo that there were

other metropolitan areas where promotion of fiscal neutrality

appe fired to require a policy designed to improve the fiscal position

of the suburbs relative to that of the city. And there appeared

to be still a third set of metropolitan areas where, for all intents

and purposes, neutrality already existed., so that the need was

not for policies to improve the position of one portion of the

metropolitan area relative to that of another, but rather it is for

policies that--in addition to whatever else they did--preserved

the substantial neutrality of the prevailing fiscal arrangements.

The third insight which I think can he gained from an examina-

tion of the data in Tables 1 and 2 relates to the relationship between

city and suburb it the relative burden of financing educational and

noneducational expenditures. As one looks down the columns in these

two tables, one finds that in ahmst every rretropolitan area the

estimate of th- noneducational tax rate and tax burden was higher

in the central city than in the suburbs while the estimate of the
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educational tax rate and tax burden was almost always higher in the

suburbs. It is apparently this phenomenonand the basic causal

factors that underlie it--which provides a good part of the explana-

tion for why the estimates of the differential between central

cities and suburban total tax rates and total varible tax burdens

did not appear to be nearly as great as one might have imagined.

Basically, what appears to have happened in most netropolitan

areas is that populations have sorted thcmselves out between central

city and suburb so as to impose not one, but two kinds of unusually

heavy Iced fiscal burdens. As has been hypothesized, central

cities do apparently have consistently treater noneducational tax

burdens, arising, no doubt, at least in part from the presence of

an unusually largi, number of the metropolitan poor and from the

need to provide services to suburban commuters. But apparently

the suburbs have their own unique fiscal problem: unusually

high concentrations of school age children.

Although there is a fair arrount of variation within the

sample, the avera,jes across the cities and suburbs contained in

the sarple will serve to demonstrate the essential suburban problem.

In fiscal 1!"!67, the suburban portions of these twenty-four metro-

Folitan areas averaced 27 public; school pupils for each 100

residents, while the central city portions averaged only 20. The

comparable state wide average for the metropolitan areas contained

in this sample was 24 pubiic school pupils for each 100 residents.
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Because of the relatively high concentration of public school

pupils in the suburbs, the effort required to raise a given level

of local revenue per mini] a good (10,11 greater in the suburbs

than it was in the central cities. And as a result of this

suburban educational tax rates and tax burdens had to rise above

comparable central city educational tax rates and tax burdens, a

rise that appeared to offset--in some cases only partially but in

other cases completelythe higher noneducational tax rates and tax

burdens found in central cities.

What we appear to Find, then, when we loot; at tax rates and

tax burdens divided according to whether they arise from the

financing of educational e;:penditures or from tha financing of non-

educational expenditures is that present metropolitan fiscal

arrangements seem to introduce some degree of natural balance into

retropclitan government finance: they result in an unusually high

central city burden arising from the fiscal problems associated

with finaacing noneducational expenditures and an offsetting un-

usually high suburban burden arising from the fiscal problems

associated with financing educational expenditures. They do not,

ho 'ever, necessarily produce a perfect balance, for apparently the

suburban offset: is too great in some metropolitan areas but not

great enough in others.

Indeed, in this sample of 24 metrecnlitan areas, ;ignificantly
higher suburban education "variable' t,-]).. burdens (1.67 percent of

inco,e in the suburbs a; compared to 1.19 percent of income in the
central citil yore actually associ-ittd with significantly
ice r suburb n n,r mini] -atiennl tax revenues (,r258 f.cr H)Pil
in the suburbs as compared to 5371 per pupil in the central cities).
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B. The Inplrt of State All on lletronol it,-,n rkcal Balance

As was note± earlier, state aid to Lducation represents one

importdnt policy tool fc affectinc: the degree and direction of

intrar,otropolit,:n fiscal locational incentives. The same is

obviously also true for State aid for noneducational purposes

State aid is typically passed oat by functional area and

within each functional area is typically divided ar'ong localities

according to scr =c measure of need. The aggrec:ate impact of all

state did on relative tax rates and ta:: burdens depends on

essentially to different kinds of considerations. The first of

those is the e_ographic distribution of the aid that is provided

under a given program. The second of these is the relative

r,Jgnitude of each of the :ifferent aid programs.

In the last analysis, tie question of hoar a particular state

aid program it 'cts on the tax rates and burdens in a particular

city is an erpirical question. It should be possible, however, to

mule certain generalizations about how programs of aid for various

purposes arc to impact various types of cr=unitics.

State aid given for one particular local governnental function

is likely to help most those jurisdictions experiencing the greatest

relative "need " -or, if you like, the greatest relative der.and--

for those particular services. State aid for local welfare and wel-

fare-related activities is most likely going to help large cities far

more than it helps their suburbs, for it is the largc cities where

the concentrcqicn,, of the oelfare pT,nlotions live. On the other
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hand, as we have alr(aey seen, the places whore concentrations of

local sc1,00l populotion are fount is quite clearly not in large

cities; it is usually in their suburbs. For this reason, state

aid for education is most likely going to help the suburbs more

than it doe the central cities.

To the extent that these gcncralizations hold, then, we ought

to be able to draw certain conclusions about the likely impact of

state aid on metropolitan fiscal balance. Basically, we should

expect that increases in state aid to education will, in most

places, be pro-suburban. They will serve to improve the fiscal

position of most suburban areas relative to their central cities by

relieving one of the fc,./ local fiscal burdens that most suburbs

appear to bear relatively more heavily than do most central cities.

On the other hand, depending in part upon the particular noneducational

functions being aided, we should expect that increases in noneducational

aid will be pro-central city. These aid increases will serve to

relieve the type of local fiscal burden that most central cities

.ppear to bear relatively more heavily than do most suburbs.

Several recent studies of the likely impact of school finance

reform cn large cities tend to support the observation. Basically,

See, for instance, Joel S. Berke and John J. Calahan, "Serano vs.
Priest: t'llestore or Hlestc,ne for School Finance Reform?" Journal
of Public Law. V. 21, ro. 1, 1972, pp. 23-69; Betsy Lcvin. Public
School Lin::rc,-: Pisr and I: pi.) t r ;ye:. s

Vol. arH 11 P.aprrt Prared for th2 Co mission on
School finance, January 1972; Petsy Levin, et. al., Paying for
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they shot r; t! r ,r cleorly that the currently popular programs of

reform result in shiftinu money aay from 1,,ost_ central cities,

increasing their tax t-,Ite (and/or loYcring thoir education--

e:,r:nditurt. ievels) a vis tax rates (and expenditure levels) in

their suburbs. It is possible to shoo that this is also the impact

of current state er-ot...icn id arr,,ncements.

One nay to evaluate the impact that current state aid arrange-

ments have can f':tropolit.-2n fiscal 1:a lance is to examine hoar the

withr!ra..,a1 of that aid could have been expected to affect

relative to. rates and tax burdens. The data shown in Table 3

represent no such alefrpt, and serve to illustrate how the

if pJct of aId for noneducational perro5es tends to differ from

the in pact of aid for cdu,:ational purposes .

For t!,,, purposes of this exercise, I as,,ulled that all state aid

received in fiscal lS(.7 by the central city and suburbs contained

in my sa,-ple nas withJrx.m. I further assumed that in reaction to

this withdrural of state aid, each jurisdiction increased its

property tax collections by an ;,rount equal to 65 percent of the

lost aid. (The other ":',S percent was assumed to have been absorbed

through barred expo 'ituffs.) In T,:ble 3, I present the ir6pact

on the maveraqe1 central city and the "average" suburb contained

in the sample.

Public Schools: lane School Finance (Yashinqton:
The Urban J. Call 1.1111i, H.

Wiften, and M. Tracy Silrman, Urban School-, and Sch,-,,,1 Fiance
Pr,,-,-.1se and P,:ality, (Washington, he Urban Coalition

cj-7-77-7.
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The data in Table 3 seem to indicate that, on the whole, state

aid for noneducational purposes had a slightly pro-central city
1

impact. This can be SC'M by not inn that had state aid for non-

educational purposes been withdrawn in the wly assumed here, the

average central city property tax rate and variable tax burden

would apparently have risen by note than the average suburban

tax rate and burden would have risen. Thus, the presence of state

aid for nonaducatioral purposes secured to serve to reduce central

city tax rates and burdens by slightly more than it reduced suburban

tax rates aid burdens, improving slightly the competitive position
2

of the "averacie' central city.

On the other hand, state aid for local Hucrtional purposes

secT.,7cd to have a fairly significant pro-suH.ni n irpact. The

estir.lates show that the apparent i t of such aid was to reduce

2

3

There were five (of tenty-nine) cntral cities where a thdree
of such aid caLy,7 a snaller prcrty tax rate increase than was
sinultaneously occurrftd in thekr suburbs and nine where it caused
a smaller increase in variable tax burden.

The fact that state nonc-.ducat ional aid did not have a more pro-
central city impact than it apa,...arcd to have can probably he traced
to the fact that states have traditionally cho!-;en to not aid many of
those functions upon which central cities fftd they m2t their
greatest relative ex[enditures--nolicc, fire. hospitals and the like.
Inntead, after assistance for ca 7A1 welfare cxr the non-
educational functional area rcccivin the (1Natest arourit of state
aid is highways, an urea in which tire greatest relative needs arc in
rural and suburban areas.

There were six (of t,nty-ninc) central cities where a withdrawal of
such aid caused a larger property rate increase than was simultaneously
cccurring in their end to where i t caused a larger increase in
variable tax lurden.

31
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the averoge suburban property tax rate by C percent wore than

it reduced the averdqi- central city tax rate and to reduce the

average ,,i1Lrhan variable tax bul,fon by soilio 311 percent ore than

the reduction in the average central city hurdpn. Had there been

no stale aid to ce'ucatic n, these estHates suggest that both the

average suburban proirty tax rate and the average suburban

variable ror!.onal tax burden would have risen to exceed the

comparable central city value.

On I alance, the irpact of state aid on this sample of central

cities and suburbs appears to be pro suburban. That aupears to have

been the result of at least two different forces. First, the

derree to %.hich educaticiral aid w,;,; pro suburban exceeded the

dcore2 to which noprCperiticnal aid was pro-central city, preventing,

therefore, the inp.-Jet of the Fatter from offsetting the impact of

the for Secondly, the ar,'ount of aid to education exceeded the

aflount of aid for noneducational purposes, allowing the effect of

the educatienal aid to dasinale the, effect of the noneducational aid.

One notes fro', the last colu-n of numbers in Table 3 that

without any state aid for any purpose, there would have apparently

been ah-Jst perfect hllance betwc,.n the "average" central city and

the "averog,.Psuburb c<nt.,ined in this sample. There would have

b-en, on overaoe, no artificial fiscal incentive encouraging busi-

nesses to locate in on-2 portion of the r-etropolitan area or another,

and, for all intents and purposes, there would have been neither a

fiscal incentive for residential movements into or out of the central
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city nor any evidence of inequality in the distribution of the.

costs of metropolitan public services.

To a certain extent, the introduction of state aid scared to

upset this balance. It was, on the whole, detrirental to the

achievrnert of the objectives set out earlier in this paper.

That state aid had this impact does not, however, rean that the

only way to pro-ote the desired metropolitan fiscal balance was to

abolish all SUC,) aid. State aid for any -.:urpose, including state

aid for Lducation, prosurahly serves purposes other than the pro-

notion of r,etrop0liten fiscal balance. To discard it in the

interests of preserving fiscal balance would be as unwise a policy

as would be the policy of discarding fiscal balance in order that

state aid for education might serve its other purposes. rioreover,

the discarding of state aid, especially state aid for education, is

not necessary in order that fiscal balance be pronoted, for there

were at least three other options. These were: (1) To restructure

slate aid for educational purposes so that its ipact was less

pro-suburLan; (2) to increase state aid for noneducational purposes

so that it r,ore effectively offsets the ixpact of the educational

aid, and (3) to restructure the present aid for noneducational

purposes either by altering the mix of functions aided or by

altering the distribution of aid under each function's formula so

as to make the distribution of the present aggregate amount of

such aid rore pro-central city.



C. Metropolitan Eal6nce and t7rh:,o1 Finne Reform

Althenh I have just orgiAA that it is not necessaryand

ray, Indeed, not evn be particularly wisofor us to restrict

ourselves to Lldvocatiig alterations in thc' program of state aid

for education as our L',othod of promoting r,2trcpolitan fiscal

balance, it is useFul to spend a few pages here exploring the

impact that two rather dramatic shifts in state education aid

policies might have had on city Ly city cstirates of tax rates

and tax burdens. I1-c first of these is a shift which appears,

on balance, to be pro-central city; the second is a shift that

nppcars, en balance to be pro-suburban.

I hbv: siouleted the fir,,t of these two alternative plans as

"Case 1," and prcscited the city by city results of that simulation

in Table fi. For Cast 1 1 assud that all state aid to education

was abolisLed and th;t each local scvernmcnt reacted to this by

adjusting its local property tax rates so as to replace 65 per-

cent of its lost state aid. I then made ruy only substantive

foray into tie world of relative educational benefits by assuming

additionally that each central city adjusted its level of educa-

tional F.1.(rdinn (and property tax collections) so that its per

pupil oper-atiea cxr)crditures u,n1d be equal to the level of per

pupil opt-rating exp.;'iitures prevailing in its suburbs. Finally,

I further assur -ed that both central city and suburb then increased

their operating expenditutcs (and property tax collections) by

enough to rro:ide addi tienul su- equal to three tines the BEA
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Title I monies each actually received in fiscal 1967. The results

of this e:..ercise sho, then, the estimated degree and direction of

metropolitan fiscal incentives if state aid to education wore

abolished, all cities were forced to spend en non-Title I students

at the sane level as did schools in their suburbs, and both city

and suburb w,,,re forced to fund, from their con resources, com-

pensatory education pro<jrdms at three tires the Title I level.

As can be seen from Table 4, such an alteration in the level

of state aid and in the relationship Letweea city and suburban

school expenditures is, on balance, quite a pro-central city

proposal. Its impact is to drive the average suburban property

tax rate up by 0.25 percentage points more than it drives up the

dverage central city property t-,x rate, an c.rount sufficient to

reverse the direction of the averdge business location incentive

from one favoring sti;Lrbs to one favoring central cities. Its

impact on variable u_;, burdens is to drive the suburban burden

up by 0.42 percentee points more than it drives up the central

city burden, reversing also the direction of the av-rone resi-

dential location incentive. Under this simulation, the number

of central cities with hither property tax rates than prevail

in their suburbs d, clines from 16 to 11, hile the number with

higher varieble personal tax bnidens decline:. from 16 to 9.

It was noted earlier in the paper that large central cities

did, on balance, appear to be at a slight fiscal disadvantage in

competing with their suburbs, and sore of them appeared to be



lable 0 Estiilated Totd1 Property ThY, Rates and Variable
Personal Ti: Burdens Lrndor 'Case 1." 1 Selected Large

Central Cities (j, Their Sulwrhs, Fiscal lc..;67

Cite

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

East (Penn3.)

Akron
Cincinnati
Cleve1nd
Colunns
Dayton
Chicago
Gary
Hammond
Kansas City, Kan.
Kansas City, Mc.
St. Louis
hinnebp9lis
St. Paul

Midwest

Little koc.

New Orlcans

South

Anaheim
Santa Ana
Los Anljles
Long Ocach
Scrclito
San Dic.}
San Francisco
Oakland
Denver
Salt 1,-,k.f_2 City

Seattle

West

U. S. Total

1 cc 2

2.56

2.67

2.82a

1.56

1.87

1.98

1.52

1.60

2.05

2.31

2.65
2.48

1.59
2.13

2.20

2.18

2.013

0.50

0.77
1.45

0.90°

2.42

1.91

2.21

1.84

2.70

2.48

1.29

1.94

1.95

1.57

1.13

1.95a

1.93a

Pr'p rtv T

Sub 3 Difl 01-wwie ...4 cc.

2.40 0.56 0.14 5.02
2.68 -0.01 0.20 3.78

2.543 0.23 0.20 4.40 a

1.79 -0.23 0.36 3.27

1.64 0.23 0.14 3.57

1.31 0.17 -0.10 2.26
1.30 -0.23 0.16 3.15
2.05 -0.45 0.41 3.57
1.91 0.14 -0.10 3.81

1.80 0.43 0.14 2.52

1.63 0.77 0.24 2.77
1.91 0.57 -0.46 3.48

2.70 -1.11 0.46 3.37
2.09 0.04 -0.16 !+.74

3.03 -0.09 0.57 2.70
3.03 -0,50 0.59 3.32

2.06° -0.05 0.14 3.27 `

1.02 -1,33 1,26 2.74
1.58 -0.61 0.65 1.73

0.93 0.52 0.04 3.22

1.44 a -0.54 0.65 2.58 a

2.16 0.26 -0.20 5.55
2.16 -0.25 0.11 4.48

2.10 0.11 -0.01 4.67
2.10 -0.26 0.19 5.02

2.54 0.15 0.16 6.06
2.,.,,4 -0.06 0.33 4.14

2.09 -0.75 0.24 4.04

2.0J -0.15 0.C."4 4.39
2.74 -0.60 0.59 3.72
I.6S -0.31 0.57 3.03

1.73 -0.60 0.72 2.72

2.22a -0.27 0.29 .1.35`

2.08 a -0.15 0.25 3..69 a

1'hr1hble Tax rurdens

Sub

3.90
3.93

3.91'

3.40

3.43
3.22

3.69
3.36

3.44
2.90
2,90

3.14
4.10
3.61

4,86
4.66

3.56a

3.77
2.04

2.33

2.71

5.33
5.33

5.94

5.94

5.95

5.05
5.12

5.12
4.28

3.73
3.32

4.84

3.91

a

a

a
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D i f f Chhnfie

1.12 0.29
-0.14 0.27

0.49 0.20

-0.13 0.55
0.09 0.23

-0.96 -0.02
-0.54 0.29
0.21 0.56

0.37 -0.05
-0.37 0.77
-0.12 0.36

0.35 -0.50.

-0.73 0.63

1.13 -0.09
-2.16 0.94

-1.55 0.5

-0.29 0.27

-1.03 1.59
-0.26 0.82
0.33 0.25

-0.13 0.E3

0.23 -0.30
-0.34 0.30
-1.27 0.34
-0.93 0.52
0.11 0.37

-0.90 0.75
-1.08 0.43

-0.73 0.17
-0.56 0.02
-0.70 1.02

-0.60 1.22

-0.49 0.55

-0.22 0.02
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FOOTNOTES

a. Simple average of independent observations.

1. See text for a description of 'C,-.5e 1."

2. Central City.

3. Suburban Average

4. Difference between Central City and Suburb under s:nulated
plan (i.e., Central Ci t,' level rlinus suburban level) .

5. Chanrie in the difft-:rence between central city and suburbs
produced b adeptirl plan. (i.e., Actual diftierence minus
simulated difference). A positive nurrbcr sicilifies that
the central city gained relative to its suburbs.
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at a "significant" fiscal clkdvanta9e. This particular proposal

aPP0,-lim to help ir,,rove the relative fi;.cel position of the

avore,,,a central city. But does this 9, t!trally pro-central city

impact rake the proposal simulated goad public policy? In

gen ral, I would say no. Per the proposal seems to create

problei's where non. existed before and to fail to alleviate

many of the problems that did exist before.

The places where the adoption of this proposal seems to

create problens arc a ncrker of metropolitan areas in which

prier t its adoption there were not "significantly" large

fiscal incentivc encouraein3 reverent, either into or out of the

central city, but t.e.re, as a result of its adoption, such

significant fiscal lecatic:.1 incentives were created.

With regard to the business location indicator, effective

relative property tax rates, there were apparently seven such

places where a significant locational incentive is created by

the adoption cf the proposal. In six of these seven places,

the direction cf the incentive was toward the central city; in

the seventh it was toward the suburbs. With regard to the resi-

dentill location indicator, variable personal tax burdens, there

were apparently six such places where a significant locatienal

incentive was ernated by the ad option of the proposal. In all of

tiles,- cases the direction of the incentive was toward the central

city.
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Noreover, the proposal is not, apparently, very effective

In removing those significant locational incentives that existed

prior to its adoption. Whereas prior to its adoption there were

ten places (six central cities and four suburban areas) having

significant incentives against business location, after the

adoption of the proposal eight of the ten still had significant

incentives against business location. And whereas prior to its

adoption there were seven places (four central cities and three

suburban areas) having significant incentives against residential

location, after the adoption of the proposal, six of the seven

continued to have significant incentives against residential

location.

Perhaps the only good thing we can say about the proposal

is that its adoption serves to elir.inate a sic.nificant locational

incentive in two of the metrcpolitan areas contained in the sanple

and, with respect to six of the twenty-nine central cities, it

served to neither create nor perpetuate a significant locational

incentive. So much for the abolishing of all state educational

aid as a program to prcrote metropolitan fiscal balance.

I have simulated ray second alternative as Case 2 and pre-

sented city by city results in Table 5. For the purpose of this

simulation, I assured the adoption of a district power equa-

lizing plan with the following features: (1) That each state



converts all of itt, state aid into a DPE nregram featuring

recapture of revenues from wealthier districts; (2) That each

state sets the per pupil property value level at which it will

power equalize at that level which, were the slate average educa-

tion property tax rate to renain unchanged, t, ): ld result in a

33 percent increase in aggregate state aid to education; and

(3) That each school district then adjusts to the program by

altering its property tax rate in such a tray that at the new

tax rate, 35 percent of any increase in state aid over the level

actually received bas gone into increased educational spending
1

and 65 percent has gene into property tax relief.

As anyone familiar with previous work on large cities nd

school finance reform already knows, and as the data In Table 5

clearly indicates, this rather pure DPE plan represents some-

thing of a pro-suburban program. Its adoption would apparently

have caused the "average" suburban property tax rate in this

sample to decline by 0.19 percentage points more than did the

average central city property tax rate, resulting in an expan-

sion of the gap by which the average central city exceeded the

average suburb to scee 0.29 percentage points. It would have

increased the nu-her of central cities having higher effective

1

In such a world the new property -,_ax rate is found by solving
for x in the following equation:

Where:

.65 /TGV-AV) x SA7 = PT - x(AV)

X == The new property tax rate
GV - The level of For pupil property value guaranteed

by the state

40



rhildi!elphia

Pitt!,bur(jh

East Wennd.)

1,k/on

Cininnati
Clovc.lard

Colty...6us
nvaytpn

Gary
Pc-H,.111d

E.,:-.insas City, Kan.

Kansas City,
St. Louis

St. Paul

Little Pock
Ucw Orleans

South

Santa Ana
Aneles

Lon] [each
Socra-::ento

San Viu:o
San Francisco
Oakland
Denvr
Salt Lake City
Seattle

West

U. S. Total

Table. Esti.-o4:d Total Pro..*2.rty Tax Cates and Variable

Puronal Tax Eiurcns under "C:ise 2," I Selected Lame
Central Cities and Thir SuHrbs, Fiscal. 1967

Propery

cc 2 Sub]

2.1414 1.73
2.54 1.9/4

2.49 a

1. 11:

1.32i

1.52

2.23

2.24

>^76a

0.(5,7

0.82

0.80

0.73°

1.63

1.41

1./5
1./0

1.99
1.84

1.42

1./0

2.01

1.4a

1.86 a

1.24
1.34

1.66

1.24

1.42

1.43

1.60

1.60

1.11

1.70
1.43

1.9g

1.93

1.47

0.54

0.70
0.47

0.57

1.46

1.56

1.62

1.62

1.55
1.52

1.60

1.60

1.71

0.97

0.75

. D«

1.36

TJ.Ix Rat

Diff Ch;3nclo 5

0.72 -0.01

0.60

O.65 -0.17

0.18
0.46
0.13
0.04

0.13

0.3/
0.49

0.90
0.32

0.09
0.25
0.26

0.29

0.03
0.11

0.34

0.16

0.17

-0.05
0.13

0.0

0.32
-0.13

0.10
0.30
0.43

0.30

0.23

0.29

-0.05
-0.10
-0.06

0.13

0.09
0.12

-0.22

-0.22
-0.57

-0.7

-0.20

-0.10

0.22

-0.05

-0.11
-0.09

-0.03
-0.16
-0.13
-0.05

0.3/
-0.20
-0.53
-0.17
-0.18

-0.21

-0.19

Vdriabli- MY Bur.!en.

Ico Sub

5.75 3.19
5.01 | 3.46

5.3g a

3.06
3.14

2.06

2.71

3.r)0

3.5()

2.28

2.61

2.1c)

3.08

4.0!:

2.Y3

3.39

2.97a

2.82

1.85

3.10

2.r...)9 a

4.04

3.52

5./2

4.6.()

3.7,3

4.35

2./9

3.79 (1

3.314a

3.3:1

2.53
2.99

2.97

2.7:3

2.51

2.6)

2.57
2.57

1.95

2.(,4

3.17
3.1/

a

2.63'j

2.)2

1.00

2.20

1.77a

3.85
4./6
4.76

3.23
4.0)

4.09
2.0
2.13

1.66

3.31"

2.03

Diff Change

1.55
0.53

1.05

0.52
0.49
-0.91

-0.07
0.99
0083

-0.13
0.14
0.24
0.29
1.!,0

-0.44
0.22

u.29

0.70
0.85
0.91

0.82

0.19

-0.33
-0.80
-0.04
0.70
0.05
0.26
-0.15
0.99
0.66
0.93

0.148

0.51

0.15
-0.41

-0.27

-0.11

-0.17
-0.03
-0.18

-0.22
-0.51

0.03
0.10

-0.39
-0.39
-0.37
- 0.73

0.02

-0.31

-0.14
-0.29
0.22

-0.07

-0.26
-0.22

-0.14

-0.37
-0.27

-0.20
-0.86
0.41

-0.73
0.34

-0.32

-0.142

0.31
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FOOTNOTES

a. Simple aver,v of independent obervations.

I. See text for a description of "Case 2."

2. Central City.

3. Suburban Averacle.

4, Difference. lotc'een Ccntral City and Suburb under simulated
plan (i.e., Central City level clrius suburban level).

5. Change in the difference between central city and suburbs
produced by adeptinq plan. (i.e., Actual difference minus
simulated difference). A positive number signifies that
the central city gained relative to its suburbs.
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property taxes than those in their suburbs from 16 to 25, leaving

only 4 with lower effective property tax rates. The adoption of

th13 variant would have reduced overage suburban varlablt: personal

tax burdens by some 0.31 more than the reduction in average central

city bureLns, opening up a gap btween the tv.o of some 0.51 per-

centage points in favor of the suburbs, and increasing the number

of central cities with greater relative burdens from 16 to 21.

Judging only on the basis of its impact on fiscal locational

Incentives, is there any thing in this analysis that comrends Case

2 as being good public policy? 4ain 1 would have to say probably

not, although I find slightly rr.,:,re to commend this variant than I

found to comend the Case l variant.

The proposal simulated as Case 2 wouli, apparently, create

problems In a number of metropolitan areas, especially for the

central city. Under the proposal, the number of central cities

which appeared to offer "significant" encouragement for the

suburbanization of business rose from seven to eleven, and the

number which appeared to offer "1,ignificant" encouragement for

MV The actual level of per pupil property value
in the district

PT . The level of per pupil property taxes prior to
the change

SA = The level of state aid per pupil prior to the
change
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residential suburbanization rose from four to eight. There were

no central cities offering significant encouragement for suburbani-

zation prior to the adoption of the proposal that did not also

offer significant incentives after its adoption.

The proposal rates mixed reviews on its ability to remove

significant incentives against suburbanization that existed with

respect to six central cities prior to its adoption. With respect

to effective property tax rates, the number having such anti-

suburbanizatien incentives dropped from four to one; but with

respect to variable tax burdens, the number having such anti-

suburbanization incentives dropped by only ore, from three to two.

There do appear to he a few redeeming features to this

proposal. For one thing, there were three central cities in

which one or the other type of significant locational incentive

In favor of the city was eliminated by the adoption of the variant,

without it being replaced with a significant locational incentive

in the other direction. That is one more than the number of such

"success stories" recorded under the earlier variant.

Additionally, there were seven central cities which did not

offer a significant incentive in either direction prior to the

adoption of the variant and also did not offer one after its

adoption. That is one more than the number of such unaffected

places than were found under the Case 1 simulation.

1

the data in Table 5 suggest that the number of places having sig-
nificant incentives against central city business location should
be thirteen instead of eleven. lk before rounding to two
decimal places, the difference between the central city property
tax rate and the suburban property tax rate was less than 0.30

percentage points in both Denver and Seattle.
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All in all, though, this particular proposal seems to rate

the sa: e judgment that was given to the earlier prcplsal. That

Is, it seems to create more problems than it solves.

Although I have certainly not exhausted the potential list

of particular school finance reform plans that could be simulated,

my tv.o examples e0 serve, I think, to illustrate one more point

with respect to the problem cf promoting metropolitan fiscal

balance through school finance reform: the fiscal effects of

a particular plan which appears, on balance, to favor, say,

central cities over suburbs, may not appear upon closer examina-

tion to be quite so advantageous as was first thought. That is

because it can easily end up not favoring enough those cities

that most need favoring while at the sane time it favors too

much those cities that least need favoring.

IV. Sum,ary and Conclusions

My agenda in this paper has been four-fold. First, I have

sought to demonstrate one way in which the analysis of educational

finance reform might be broadened to include an analysis of the

fiscal effects of such reform. I have used as an example of such

a fiscal analysis the analysis of the impact of reform on fiscal

competition between large cities and their suburbs.

The application of this particular way of looking at school

finance reform to this particular question is one which I find to

have appeal. I think the question being addressed is an important

one, and I think that the potential impact of school finance reform

on it is significant. Moreover, I believe that this particular

kind of analysis provides us with a structure within which we are
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able to derive, if scfle,hat crudely, a set of objective measures

applicable to the question of whether or not a given locality

"deserves" addition,-,1 did, and if it does, how much additional

aid it deserves.

Seeend, I have nought to sho that, at least with respect to

this one set of standards, it is not possible to say that "most

central cities" or "radst suburban areas" deserve a greater share

of state educational aid. Rather, there appears to be significant

variation among metropolitan areas in the relative fiscal position

of the central city. in some areas there is clearly an argument

to be made for giving greater financial assistance to the city, but

in other areas- perhaps somehat fewer in nurA)er--the sane logic

seems to argue for giving greater financial assistance not to the

cities but to the suburbs.

Third, I have tried to point out that school finance reform

is not the only state policy that has potentially significant fiscal

effects. I couched my discussion to include the role of altering

the ar7ount of or pattern of distribution of state noneducational,

but I could have easily also explored the role that the giving to

localities of greater authority to levy nonproperty taxes -- especially

"commuter" taxesmight play or the impact that redefinitions of

what constitutes taxable property might have.

The evidence presented in this paper suggests that state

aid to local education is already a pro-suburban program. That

assembled by other researchers has indicated that a reform of
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school finance is likely to make it even more pro-suburban.

Whether we like it or not, the sir ;.Ile fact of the matter is that

by and lorge, it is in the suburbs that the greatest fi3cal

burdens for education arc found. As a consequence, any movement

to increase the role of state aid in financing local cd,lcotion

is going to have the impact in rust metropolitan areas of helping

the suburbs more than it helps the central city.

It is the fact of this generally pro-suburban impact than

makes it important for us to rel,::.mber that school finance reform

is not the only game in town. Thus, while I argue that we should

analyze the fiscal effects of school finance reform, I would

also argue that a consideration of its fiscal impacts need not

provide the single criteria by which we decide to adopt or

reject a given reform plan. If after determining that a given

reform plan has favorable educational effects we then discover

that it has unfavorable fiscal effects, we may well decide to

reject the reform plan. But we could also decide to accept the

reform plan while at the same time placing it in combination

with another measure that served to offset its undesirable fiscal

effects. And there arc undoubtedly an almost limitless number of

additional measures with potentially offsetting fiscal effects.

Studies typically find that, taken as a group, suburbs neither
gain nor lose under school finance reform, but taken as a
group, large cities do lose. Thus, cities lose relative to
their suburbs.
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Finally, I have sought to show by recourse to two examples

that there is probably no one single optimal school finance

reform plan lurking around out there just waiting to be discovered.

Al particular plan which appoors, in (;eneral, to impart a par-

ticular pro or anti-central city bias to school finance reform

may indeed produce favorable fiscal effects in a few metropolitan

areas. But it is likely that in the process of improving the

situation in a few metropolitan areas, the same plan will work

in other metropolitan areas to not offer significant assistance

to places that seem to dL.serve it, and will woe is in still other

metropolitan areas to destroy the fiscal balance that had pre-

viously existed.

I suspect that if this kind of analysis were undertaken

on a more systematicand, perhaps, more rigorous--basis at

the state level e would find that the particular school finance

rcfo"m progra ) that seems to work best in one state may not work

at all in another. I see no reason, however, why that should

bother us. We may well also find that school finance reform can

produce both favorable educational and favorable fiscal effects

in most parts of many states only when it is coupled with altera-

tions in other elements important to the local fiscal picture.

That, I submit, should not bother us either.

The analysis of how each potential combination of education

and noneducation fiscal reforms can impact on one city or another

is well beyond the scope of this paper. But I am confident that
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with a little irJgin6tion one could derive a package of reforms

that, in a given state, prodhc(d for alf,:ost every region both

favorable eeucatiohol in pacts and favord fiscal ilvets.
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A. Pr to Soyrcos

1. U.S. Bureau of the Census 19(0 Consus of the Population,

1970 Cf1.;us of the Population, 1969 per

capita income, 1970 intrametropoliton cormuting patterns.

2. U.S. Bureau of the Census, 19(7 Census of Covornments:

Taxes, expenditures, assessed property values of cities

and countries, assessrent ratios, corrposition of property

tax base.

3. U.S. Bureau of the Census; City Government Finances in

1966-67: Additional data on taxes and expenditures.

4. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Ahstract of the

United States: State-ide estirates of 1967 and 1969

per capita incorre.

5. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 1967

Educational Directory: October 1966 school enrollments.

6. National Education isscciatien, "Selected Statistics of

Local School Systms, 1966-67. "Research report 196E -

R11: Assessed value of property within school district.

7. U.S. Office of Education, Unpublished Reports: Distri-

bution of Title 1 Monies by County and School District.
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Computaticnc.1 Prc,cedures

1. 1966-67 Population L;timates for each jurisdiction

were generated by geometric interpolation based on

1960 and 1970 data.

2. 1967 per capita income estimates for each jurisdic-

tion were produced by multiplying 1969 per capita

income by the statewide ratio of 1967 to 1969 per

capita income for the state within which the juris-

diction INAS located.

3. Taxes, Intergovernmental aid, and Expenditures of

overlying county and special district governments were

allocated between city and suburb cn the basis of:

(1) Population, for aid and expenditure items; (2)

Market value of taxable property, for property taxes;

(3) Aggregate retail sales, for sales taxes; and

(4) Population, for all other taxes.

4. Where school district boundaries were not cotc,minous

with the central city, school finance and enrollment

magnitudes were adjusted to reflect estimates of what

they would have been in the presence of such cotermi-

nality. Adjustments were based on the ratio of

assessed value of property in the school district to

assessed valve of property in the municipality. Any
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increase in central city enrollments, taxes, aid, or

expenditures that were produced by this adjustment

were dec!uccd fro) the suburban total. Any decreases

were added to the suburban total.

5. Estimates of the market value of taxable property were

generated by dividing the reported assessed value of

taxable property by the average sales based assessment

ratio for single family residences in each jurisdiction.

(A more comprehensive assessment ratio estimate was

available for the central cities, but was not used due

to the unavailability of a figure for suburban

counties).

6. Estimates of the market value of taxable residential

property wore derived by multiplying the estimate of

the market value of all taxable property by the

reported fraction of all taxable property that consisted

of residential real property (including farms).

7. Estimates of the distribution between city and suburb of

the liabilities of local income taxes wcra based on 1970

census data on employment location. For instance, if a

local income tax was levied on all incomes earned in

the city and on all incomes earned by residents outside

of the city, and if no offsets were allowed for local



taxes paid to other jurisdictions, it was assumed that

the friction of collections exported was equal to the

ratio of the nu-Ler of suburban residents employed in

the city to the total of the nurber of persons erployed

in the city plus the nur':er of residents of the city

crployed outside of the city. Where offsets were al-

lowed for texas paid elbcwhere, and income taxes were

levied by suburben communities, the estimate of the

fraction exported was derived by dividing the !all leer

of nonresidents employed in the city by the total number

of persons employed in the city.

8. Estirltes of the distribution of local sales tax col-

lection were based on the relationship between local

retail sales and local personal incomes. Basically,

it was assumed that the ratio between the total retail

sales made to residents of a given jurisdiction and the

incomes of the residents of that jurisdiction was con-

stant throughout any given metropolitan area. Any

retail sales occurring in a given jurisdiction that

exceeded the amount that could be attributable to the

residents of that jurisdiction based on multiplying

their Income by the metropolitan-wide ratio of sales to

income were assumed to have been made to residents of

another jurisdiction. The fraction of the sales tax

assumed to be exported was, therefore, equal to the

fraction that estimated sales to nonresidents were of

f,,fAI sales.



C. Definition of Suburf7:r /reds

The suburban regions of each rctropolitan 1-ea were defined

as follows:

CLt Suburh:q1 Cet:ntics

Philadelphia Bucks
Chester
Delawcire

Montgoncry

Pittsburgh Allegheny (Balance)

Akron Portage
Seminit (.valance)

Cincinnati Hamilton (Balance)

Cleveland Cuyahoei (Balance)
Lake

Col ulbus Franklin (Ba lance)

Dayton

Chicago

Greene
Miami

Montgorcry (Balance)

Cook (alance)
Da Pace
Kane
Lake
McHenry
Will

Cary-Hamond Lake (Balance)
Porter

Kansas City, Kan. Johnson
Wyandotte (Balance)

Kansas City, Mo. Clay (r.Thlance)

Jackson (Balance)

St. Louis St. Louis

Minneapolis-St. Paul Anoka
Dakota
Hennepin (Balance)
Ramsey (Calance)
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Cily. Suburban Counties
Jer

Birmingham Jefferson (Balance)

Little Rock Pulaski (Balance)

New Orleans Jefferson

Anahein-Santa Aria Orange

Los Angeles-Long Beach Los Angeles (Balance)

Sacrancnto Placer
Sacramento (Balance)
Yolo

San Diego San Diego (Balance)

San Francisco-Oakland

Denver

Alameda (Balance)
Contra Costa
Marin
San Mateo

Arapahoe
Jefferson

Salt Lake City Salt Lake (Balance)

Seattle King (Balance)
Snohomish
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